
555 GOLF ACADEMY 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

‘SHORT GAME DRILLS’ 
 

 

CHIPPING KEYS 
 

 

You all have received the ‘Chipping Protocols’ from the ‘555 TEAM’ so this will be 

‘old Hat’. Nevertheless, he is a little tune up as people have been asking me basic 

questions about this very simple and hugely important ‘Little Stroke’. The one where you 

make huge buckets of money! The one that, done perfectly, eliminates the need to ‘Putt’! 

 

If you can ‘Chip The Lights Out’ your scores go down, your ‘Putting Stats’ will 

resemble those of the ‘Tour Big Boys’, your ‘Chemistry’ will go up! You will have more 

‘FUN’! 

 

By the way, if you have misplaced your ‘Chipping Protocols’, ask your own ‘Personal 

Certified 555 Master Teaching Professional’ to get another copy to you. They are all in 

your ‘Golfmyth Collection’. Just look them up!  

 

 

 

In A Nut Shell! 

 

1) The ‘Stroke’ is the same as the ‘Stage One Putting Procedure’.  

2) A ‘Chip Is A Putt With A Hop’ that is produced by the ‘Clubface Loft’. 

3) The ‘BALL LOCATION’ is ‘Aft’ and NOT forward as in ‘Putting’ and all ‘Stage    

                              Three Procedures’ which include the ‘Full Swing’. 

4) Prepare for a ‘Chip’ just as though it were an important ‘Putt’. What ‘Putts’ aren’t?   

                                     Use your full ‘PRS’. (‘Pre-Shot Routine’) 

5) ‘All Putts and Chips Are Simply Distance & Direction’. 

6) ‘All Putts and Chips Are Dead Straight’.  

7) ‘Read The Greens’ impeccably! Know what ‘SHE’ has in store for you  

                                                                        every inch of the way.  

8) Is the ‘Chip With the Grain, Neutral Grain or Against The Grain’? 

9) Is the ‘Chip Uphill, Level or Downhill’? 

10) ‘All Golf Strikes Are “One And Thru”! (‘Tempo and Rhythm’) 

11) ‘TRUST The PROCESS’! 

 



In a very short little ‘Chip’, one with minimal ‘BHTD’ (‘Brace Hand Travel Distance’) 

or ‘Take Away’, you naturally produce very little ‘Energy’. In longer or long ‘Chips’ you 

require more ‘BHTD’ and thus more ‘Energy’ just as the ‘One Inch Rule’ monitors in the 

‘Putting Procedure’.  

 

The farther you move your ‘Brace Hand’ in the ‘Back Swing’, the farther you will 

naturally move it ‘Through The Ball In The Front or Thru Swing’. When you take the 

‘Brace Hand’ back past about your ‘Thigh’ (see ‘Body Clocking’) you unavoidably 

produce or start to produce a little ‘LOADING, COILING or WINDING’. Thus, in the 

‘Front Swing’ you will unavoidably experience a proportionate amount of ‘Un-

LOADING, Un-COILING or Un-WINDING’ through the ball. This is what we call 

‘Action’ through the ‘IMPACT & SEPARATION Zone’. We must focus and be very 

aware of how the ‘Ball Leaves The Clubface’. We must ‘FEEL IT’ come off! 

 

Knowing the above, your ‘555 TEAM’ has what we call the ‘Parallel Thrust Lines’. 

When you ‘Release The Coil or Load’ (see ‘ALSDR’), you will naturally do so in the 

direction of your ‘Energy Delivery’. Thus, when you want to make a medium or longer 

length ‘Chipping Procedure’, you will have a little ‘Reflex CHASE’. Your ‘Brace Knee’ 

will provide a little ‘Propulsion’ and, in doing so, it shall move in the direction of your 

‘Ball Flight Line’. 

 

You remember the very key saying we have, “The Ball Goes Where Your Hands Go!” 

Well this is what this is about. Just remember that “Your Ball Also Goes Where Your 

‘Thrust Lines’ Go” as well. In the ‘Full Swing Procedure’ the “Ball Goes Where Your 

Belt Buckle Goes!” When you complete your swing, ‘Finish & Hold’ and do your 

‘Flamingo Drill’ where your tap your ‘Brace Toe Three Times On The Ground’, just 

take a look as to where your ‘Brace Knee and Shin’ are pointing! ‘DOWN THE BALL 

FLIGHT LINE’! Naturally! 

 

This is ‘Brace Knee and Side Action’ is natural ‘Reflex or Reaction’! Think ‘Newtonian 

Physics’! “For Every Action There Is An Equal And Opposite Reaction.” When you 

‘LOAD’, you must naturally ‘Un-LOAD.’ 

 

Questions?                                      ‘JUST ASK US!’ 

 

‘Keep It Stupid Simple’! 

 

Enjoy! 

“Welcome Aboard!” 

 “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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